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A generalized induction theorem and some general open mapping theorems for 
multifunctions are straightforwardly proved based on a unique convergence 
pro&ore. Many well-known open mapping theorems, closed graph theorems, 
theorems oi the Lustemik type, and results on approximation and semicontinuity 
or their refinemeni: are obtained as consequences. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical closed graph theorem and Banach open mapping theorem 
are well known to be closely related to each other and to have a variety of 
applications in control theory for linear systems (see, for instance, Rolewicz 
[ 111) and in other topics. Up to now there have been so many works 
devoted to extensions of these fundamental theorems to nonlinear cases 
with numerous applications in optimization, mathematical programming, 
and in investigations of stability and controllability, that to varying degrees 
they become far from each other and slightly difficult to be seen as of the 
same nature: approximation. Ptik [8,9] introduced an induction theorem 
and used it to obtain a closed graph theorem for nonlinear multifunctions. 
Based on Ptak’s induction theorem Dolecki [3] proved an approximation 
theorem which is a refined local version of Ptik’s closed graph theorem 
and applied it to nearly convex multifunctions. 
Many more papers entitled in such a way that reminds us of open map- 
ping theorems have appeared. Since each sufficient condition for openness 
supplies an origin of necessary conditions for optimality, there is a com- 
mon line for investigations of extremal problems starting from an open 
mapping theorem, passing to a necessary condition for optimality in the 
form of Lagrange multipliers, and possibly ending with the Pontjagin 
Maximum Principle. Replacements of closedness of mappings in the 
assumptions of many theorems by continuity, differentiability in a certain 
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sense, or by something similar to these obscure the relationship between 
open mapping theorems and closed graph theorems. 
Theorems of the Lusternik type are, as we would like to recall following 
Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [2], those open mapping theorems 
which show explicitly the quantitative relationship between balls in images 
and preimages and which are proved by Lusternik procedure. That is why 
these theorems also give us estimations of distances and may be used also 
in getting sufficient conditions for optimality (see, for instance, Ioffe and 
Tikhomirov [ST], Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [2]). Theorems 1.5, 
1.6 of Dmitruk in [2] include all previous theorems of Lustemik type. In 
these theorems an assumption of the existence of certain nets in a 
quasimetric space was made for the tirst time. In the present paper we 
imitate this sort of assumption. In Sach [7], a general open mapping 
theorem was proved for multifunctions. All above- mentioned theorems 
include the Banach open mapping theorem and the Lusternik theorem as 
simple particular cases. 
In this paper we introduce a simple convergence procedure and use it as 
a unique universal tool to prove directly an extension of Ptak’s induction 
theorem and some general open mapping theorems for multifunctions in 
both the global form and the local one. From these theorems we can, in 
Section 3, either derive as consequences many general results or refine 
them. Our corollaries include the above-mentioned results of Pdk [S, 93, 
Dolecki [3], Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [2], Ioffe and Tikhomirov [S], 
and Sach [7]. 
It should be pointed out that the interest of the method we use here lies 
in the following: First, all straightforward proofs of theorems of the 
approximation nature are based on constructing convergent sequences and 
the assumptions made in our theorems seem to be as weak as possible to 
do that since we have tried to eliminate all inessential assumptions which 
obscure the substance of the method. Second, our procedure can be used in 
the same way for local situations and global ones. Third, our results 
include many general theorems and from them we can overlook most of 
the theorems of the closed graph type, of the open mapping type, of the 
Lusternik type, and on certain concepts of semicontinuity. And fourth, our 
proofs are simple, straightforward, and based on unique procedure. We get 
rid of using other results in the proofs. The procedure may be supposed 
useful in existence proofs in general. 
2. MAIN RFSULTS 
We give at first notations and definition needed in presenting main 
results in this section. Additional notions necessary for deriving corollaries 
will be introduced in the course of the text. 
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Let X be a set and d: Xx X + [w + u { + cc } a functional satisfying the 
triangle inequality 
The set X equipped with d is called a quasimetric space. The set 
B(x, r) = ‘l {x’ E X: d(x, x’) < r j is said to be a direct ball. An indirect ball 
is B(x,r) =d/{~‘~X:d(x’,x)<r}. For A c X we denote B(A, r) = 
U.reA B(x,r) and B(A,r)=UxEA B(x, r). We use B’(x, r) to denote the 
direct closed ball {x’ E X: d(x, x’) < r}. 
A sequence x, E X is called directly fundamental if for every E > 0 there is 
N such that for n 2 N and m 2 n we have d(x,, x,) <E. 
We say that a quasimetric space X is directly complete if for each directly 
fundamental sequence x, there is x E X such that d(x,, x) -+ 0. Then we say 
x, converges to x and write x, + x. A subset K of X is said to be directly 
closed if from x, E K and d(x,, x) + 0 it follows that x E K. 
Let Y be another quasimetric space and T be a multifunction from X 
into Y, T: X+ 2’, i.e., a mapping which maps points of X on subsets 
(possibly empty) of Y. We denote D(T) = {XE X: TX # a}. T is said to be 
directly closed if its graph denoted G(T), is directly closed. That is, if 
4x,, x) -, 0, Y, E TX,,, and d(y,, y) + 0 then y E T(x). We define the 
inverse multifunction by T- ‘y = {x E X: y E TX}. 
A family C of balls in X is called a complete system if B(x, r) E ,?I and 
B(x,,r,)cB(x,r) imply B(x,,r,)~z. For McX we use the notation 
z(M) to indicate the set of all the balls B(x, r) E z such that B(x, r) c M. 
Then z(M) is of course a complete system if .?I is. If in these definitions 
instead of open balls B(x, r), we use closed balls B’(x, r) then we still call 
the system a complete one but denote it by z’. For i > 0, 1-C will stand for 
{ %B(x, r): B(x, r) E C}. 
We shall call a set U c Y an s-net (or an indirect s-net) for a set VC Y if 
for each y E V there exists j E U such that d( j, y) < E (or d( y, j) <E, respec- 
tively). If we replace d( j, y) < E by d(j, v) <E we shall call the net an E-net 
of second type. Now we are in a position to prove an extension of Pdk’s 
induction theorem (see Ptik [8,9]). 
THEOREM 1. Let X he a directly complete quasimetric space and Z be a 
multljiinction from an interval (0, r,J into X. If for a point r E (0, rO) we have 
two sequences of positive numbers a,,, b, such that a, = r, a,, E (0, rO), a, 
tends to zero as n does, X:-I 6, < +oo, and 
then 
Z(a,+ I) is an indirect b,-net for Z(a,), n = 1, 2 ,..., 
Z(r)cB Z(O), f b, . 
n-1 > 
4wl18.‘2-I6 
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Proof: Suppose that XE Z(r) is arbitrary. Since Z(r) admits Z(a,) as an 
indirect h,-net we find x, EZ(~,) such that d(x, x,) <h,. Continuing this 
procedure, at the nth step, II = 2, 3 ,... with a x,. , E Z(a,) in hand we define, 
as Z(a, _ ,) is an indirect h,,-net for Z(a,), x, to be a point of Z(a,+ ,) such 
that d(x, , , x,) < h,. Of course x, is a directly fundamental sequence and 
then converges to X E X. X E Z(0) for x, E Z(u, + , ) and a, + , -+ 0. Since 
d(x,i)<d(x,x,)+d(x,,x,)+ ... <b,+b2+ ... = f b,, 
n=l 
and our conclusion follows. 
The following general open mapping theorem would be derived from 
Theorem 1, but we shall straightforwardly prove it using the same 
procedure as above to emphasize its simplicity and universal effectiveness. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a directly complete quusimetric space, Y a 
quusimetric space, M c A’, and L(M) a complete system in A’. Let a mul- 
t$unction T: X -+ 2’ satisfy the following assumptions for each B(x, r) E 
Z(M): 
(i) T is directly closed in B(x, r) (i.e., G(T) n B(x, r) x Y is directly 
closed); 
(ii) there are two sequences of positive numbers a,, b, depending on r 
(not on x) such that C,“=. , a, < r, 6, + 0 us n + x, and for all the bulls in 
Z(M) we have 
TB(x, a,) is a b, + ,-net for B( Tx, 6,). 
Then for each B(x, r ) E ,?I( M) 
TB(x, r) 1 B( Tx, b,). 
Proof Let B(x,, r) E C(M), j E B( TX,,, b1 ) be arbitrary. We have to find 
XE B(x,, r) satisfying YE T(X). Since TB(x,, a,) constitues a b,-net for 
B( TX,,, b,), there are x, E B(x,, aI) and y, E TX, such that d( y,, jj) < bz. 
Suppose now that we have constructed x,, y,, for some n 2 1 fulfilling the 
following requirements: 
4x,,-l,x,)<a,, (1) 
4x,, x,)<u,+u,+ ... +u,<r, (2) 
Y,E TX,, (3) 
d(y,,~)<bn+,. (4) 
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We shall define x,+ , , y,, , as follows. We choose, as TB(x,, a,, ,) is a 
b ,,+,-net for B(Tx,,b,+,), x,+,~B(x,,,a,+,) and yn+,ETx,+, such that 
db n+lrY)<bn+2. Of course x,,+, and y, + , satisfy the conditions (l)-(4). 
By (1) x, is a directly fundamental sequence and then there is Z E X such 
that d(x,, X) + 0. Because of ( 1 ), (2) X E B(x,, r). The direct closedness of 
T together with (4) entail 1 E Tx and conlcude the proof. 
Remark 1. Theorem 2 is still valid in the following cases: 
1. In the statement we replace all the balls B by the closed balls B’. 
In this case we can make the weaker assumptions: I,“=, a, < r and 
TB’(x, a,,) is a b,, , -net of second type for B’( TX, b,). 
2. Only B( TX, b,) and B( TX, b,) are replaced by B’( TX, 6,) and 
B’( TX, b,), respectively. Then nets of second type may be used. 
3. Only TB(x, a,) and TB(x, r) are replaced by TB’(x, a,) and 
TB’(x, r). Then the weaker assumption I,“=, a, < r may be made. 
It should be noted that the seemingly formal replacement of metric 
spaces by quasimetric ones has in fact advantages for application in 
optima1 control theory as shown in Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii 
[2]. Now we pass to local investigations. 
THEOREM 3. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 2. Let T: A’+ 2’ have the 
graph G(T) directly closed in a neighbourhood B’(xo, E) x B’( y,, n,). Iffor 
each r > 0 small enough there are two sequences a,, > 0, b, >O such that 
IF=, a,, <r, b, + 0 and for each x E B(x,, E) such that B(x, r) c B(x,, E), 
forv=v,-h 
TB(x, a,) is a b,, ,-net for B(Tx n WY,, II + &I, b,), 
n = 1) 2,..., where K, = 0, 6” = 6, + b, for n = 2, 3 ,..., then for each r > 0 small 
enough and each x E B(x,, E) such that B(x, r) c B(x,, E) 
Proof We use the same convergence procedure as above to prove 
straightforwardly. Suppose YE B( TX n B( yO, q), 6,). We take in virtue of 
the fact that TB(x, a,) is a b,-net for the latter, xl and y, such that 
~~~Tx,,x,~B(x,a,),d(~,,~)~b~.Thend(~,,~~)~d(~~,~)+d(~,~~)~ 
6, + u + b, . Consequently j E B( TX, n B( y,,, q + &), b,). By the assumption 
we can continue the procedure as we have done up to now to obtain 
X E B(x, r) as a limit of the fundamental sequence x, such that J E TZ The 
proof is complete. 
In a great number of practical situations we need an openness property 
stronger than the above-mentioned ones. That is, namely the requirement 
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that T( B(x, r) n K) contains a ball, where K is a closed subset of X. This 
requirement occurs, for instance, when we consider optimization problems 
with inequality constraints. In these cases the set K often has such par- 
ticular characteristics as convexity or being a cone. However, using already 
presented convergence procedure we can easily prove the following 
theorem similar to Theorem 3, satisfying the encountered requirement 
under only the assumption of the closedness of K. 
THEOREM 3’. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 2 and KC X a directly 
closed subset. Let a multifunction T X + 2’ satisfy the following 
assumptions: 
(i) G(T) is directly closed in (B’(x,, c)n K)x B’(y,, )I,); 
(ii) .for each r > 0 small enough there are a, > 0, 6, > 0 such that 
I,“=, a, < r, 6, --+O and for each XE B(x,, ~)n K such that B(x, r) c 
4x0. E), 
T(B(x, a,) n K is a 6, + ,-net for B(TxnB(yo,rl+~n),b,), 
n = I, 2,..., wheren=q,-b,, &,=Oandg”=b,+b,forn=2,3 ,.... Thenfor 
each r > 0 small enough and each x E B(x,, E) n K such that B(x, r) c 
B(x,, ~1 
The proof goes very much the same as that of Theorem 3 with evident 
modifications and is omitted. 
3. COROLLARIES 
In this section we shall present consequences of our main results proved 
in the previous section. We restrict ourselves to deriving only facts which 
either reline or coincide with well-known results about open mappings. We 
postpone applications in optimization and in investigations of con- 
trollability or stability to further considerations. Many of the corollaries 
presented here may be stated for quasimetric spaces but for the sake of sim- 
plicity we shall mainly prove them for metric spaces. 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Ptak’s closed graph theorem [9]). L-et X be a com- 
plete metric space, Y be a metric space, and T: X + 2’ a closed mul- 
tifunction. I f  for each r’ > 0 there exists a positive q(r’) such that 
TB(x, r’) 3 B( TX, q(r’)) (5) 
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for each x E D(T), then for each r > r’ and each x E D(T) 
TB(x, r) 3 B( TX, q( r’)). 
ProoJ Let r and r’, r > r’, be given. Put a, =r’ and a,,= @-“, 
n = 2, 3,..., where 8 is a number satisfying 0 c 0 < r - r’, then I,“= i a, cr. 
Now put b,=q(r’), b,=min{n-‘q(a,),n-‘1, n=2,3 ,..., then b,+O as 
n -+ 00. By assumption (5) TB(x, a,,) is dense in B( TX, q(a,)). So TB(x, a,,) 
is a b,,,, -net for B( TX, q(a,)) and hence for B(Tx, b,), n = 1, 2 ,.... Thus, 
thanks to Theorem 2 we must have 
TB(x, r) 3 B( TX, q(r’). 
The proof is complete. 
Remark 2. The thesis of Corollary 2.1 can be restated in a natural way 
as follows: under the given assumption, if T is uniformly almost open then 
it is uniformly open. 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [2, Theorems 1.5, 
1.6 of Dmitruk]). L,et X, Y, and 2’ be the same as in Theorem 2. Let 
T: X + Y he a (single-valued) mapping such that for a > b 2 0 and for each 
B’(x, r) E Z’ we have: 
(i) T is directly closed in B’(x, r); 
(ii) for B’(y,p)~(l-ba-‘)Z’ the image of B’(y,p) is a bp-netfor 
B’( Ty, up). Then for each B’(x, r) E 27, 
TB’(x, r) 3 B’( TX, (a - b) r). (6) 
Proof Set j?=r(a-b)a-‘, a,=pb”-‘a’-“, and b,=pb”-‘a*-“, 
then I,“=, a, = pa(a - b)- ’ = r and b, -+ 0. Since for n = 1,2 ,..., 
Pn =“/jj/,“-. ‘a*-“(a-b)-’ < r, B’(x, p,) E Z’ for each B’(x, r) E Z’. That 
means B/(x, pb”- ‘a’ “) E (1 - ba-‘) C’. So by assumption (ii), 
TB’(x, Db”- ‘a’ “) forms a fib”a’ -“-net for B’(Tx, pb”-‘a*-“), 
i.e., all the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and we obtain (6). 
Remark 3. Dmitruk’s theorem is so general that all theorems of the 
Lusternik type can follow from it (see Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii 
[2]). Such theorems are, for instance, Miljutin’s theorem in Levitin, Mil- 
jutin, and Osmolovskii [6, Theorem 2.11, Osmolovskii’s theorem in 
Dmitruk, Miljutin, and Osmolovskii [2, Theorem 1.43, and IO& 
Tikhomirov’s theorem in Ioffe-Tikhomirov [S, p. 453. But Dmitruk’s 
theorem and Pdk’s closed graph theorem do not include each other. 
However, Theorem 2 as we have shown above includes both of them. 
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Passing to investigating local properties to get consequences of 
Theorem 3 we need certain notions of semicontinuity. For a systematic 
presentation of semicontinuity the reader is referred to Dolecki [3]. 
Let X and Y be metric spaces and f: Y 4 2’ be a multifunction. f is said 
to be lower semicontinuous (briefly lsc) at (x, ~3) E G(T) if for each r > 0 
small enough there is a number q(r) > 0 such that 
I’-‘Nx, r) = WY, q(r)). (7) 
The function q(r) will be called a rate (of lower semicontinuity of f at 
(x, y)). If instead of (7) we have the weaker inclusion 
f ‘4x, r) 3 B(y, q(r)). (8) 
then we say that f is almost lsc at (x, y). 
f is said to be upper semicontinuous (USC) at y E D(T) if for each open 
set Q 2 Ip there is a neighbourhood W of y such that fWc Q. 
f is upper Hausdorff semicontinuous (uHsc) at y E D(f) if for each r > 0 
there exists q(r) > 0 such that 
THY, q(r)) = Wry, r). 
f is called locally uHsc at (x, y) if there is 7 > 0 such that B(x, y) n f is 
uHsc at y. 
We say that I’ is &upper Hausdorff semicontinuous (S.uHsc) at 
(x, y) E G(T) if there is y > 0 such that for each r > 0, there exists q(r) > 0 so 
that 
W, Y) n WY, 4(r)) = WY, r). 
In this paper we mainly deal with uniformity situations, so we need the 
following notions of uniform semicontinuity. f is said to be (almost) Isc 
uniformly at (x0, yo)eG(T) if there are E >O, q >O, and a function 
q: (0, rO) + R + such that for each x E B(x,, E) and each y E f -‘x n B(y,, q) 
we have (7) (or (8), respectively). Analogous definitions of uniform local 
uHsc and uniform G.uHsc may be formulated. 
Following Dolecki [33 we define the following multifunctions: 
Then glancing at the deftnitions we see that the uniform lsc at (x0, yO) with 
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the rate q admits the following interpretation: there is a neighbourhood 
B = B(x,, E) x B(y,, q) such that 
BnG(f)cG(I-,). 
And similarly the uniform almost lsc with the rate q admits the equivalent 
expression: there is such a neighbourhood B that 
BnG(f)cG(f,,,). 
In Dole&i [3, Theorem 2.151 it has been proved that uniform lsc at 
(x,, y,) is equivalent to uniform G.uHsc at (x0, y,,) and the rates are the 
same. 
Note by the way that in terms of uniform semicontinuity Corollary 2.1 
may be reformulated as follows: (under already made assumptions) if mul- 
tifunction f = T- ’ is uniformly almost lsc at each x E D(f - ‘), then it is 
uniformly lsc at x E D( I’- ’ ). 
Following Pttik [8,9] we call W: (0, rO) --) R, a small function if for 
r E (0, ro) the sum 
is finite. 
a(r) = r + w(r)+ w(w(r)) + ... 
COROLLARY 3.1 (Dolecki [3, Theorem 3.21). Let X be a complete 
metric space and Y a metric space. Let q: (0, rO) + R + be nondecreasing and 
tend to zero as its argument does. Let w: (0, r,,) + R, be a nondecreasing 
small function. IA K Y + 2x be a multifunction such that G(f) is closed in a 
neighbourhood B’(xo, E) x B’(y,, ql) of (x,, yo)e G(f). If 
B(x,, ~1 x B(Y,, ‘II) n G(f) = W-q.,+,), (9) 
then f is 1.~ uniformly at (x0, yO) at a rate p such that p(a(r)) < q(r), r < rz 
Jbr some rz < rO. 
Proof Setting f = T.-l, assumption (9) means that for each 
XE B(x,, E), each YE Txn B(y,, q,), and r’E(0, rO) 
B(TB(x, r’), q(W))) 2 B(Y, q(O). 
Putting a, = r’, a, = w(w(... w(r)))) (n - 1 times of superpositions), and 
b, = q(a,), n = 1, 2 ,..., the latter yields that TB(x, a,) constitues a b,, ,-net 
for B(Txn B(y,, of +fi,,), b,), n = 1,2 ,..., where q = ‘1, -b, - bz, 6, =O, 
6” = b, + b, for n = 2, 3 ,... . Hence by Theorem 3 for each XE B(x,, E) and 
rZ> r>x u, such that B(x, r)c B(x,, E), we obtain 
Wx, r) 1 B(Tx n B(Y,, q), dr’)). 
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Consequently, for r so close to x,“. , a, that p(r) < q(r’) we have 
where 4” =” 91-b,(r2l-h2(r~) = vI-4(r2)-4(w(r2)) d rtI-q(r)- 
q(w(r)) for all r<rrz. Thus r’= T. ’ is lsc uniformly at (x,, y,,) at the rate p; 
our conclusion follows. 
Remark 4. Corollary 3.1 is a refinement of the main result in Dolecki 
[3] and includes many approximation theorems. Our proof is simpler; as 
presented here convergence procedure can be appropriate for both the 
global and the local investigations. The redundancy imposed especially by 
the localization in Dolecki [3] has been eliminated. 
To proceed further let us introduce the following notion. A family of 
multifunctions A,,: Y + 2x is said to be continuously net-controllable at 
(x,, yO) with net constants d,, c,, and g,, n = 1,2 ,... if 
(i) (x~Y)EG(A.,~) f or all (x, y) belonging to a neighbourhood 
@x0, Y) x WY,, 6; 
(ii) g, 2 cnr d, + 0 and g,, + 0; 
(iii) for all (x,y) in the mentioned neighbourhood we have 
A,lf B(x, d,,) is a C, + ,-net for 4 Y, g, ). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X and Y be as in Corollary 3.1. Suppose that a mul- 
tifunction I? Y + 2’ and a family of multifunctions A,,: Y + 2x satisfv the 
following conditions: 
(i ) G( I‘) is closed in a neighhourhood B( x0, c: , ) x B( y. , n , ); 
(ii) for each r > 0 small enough A ~,)’ is continuously net-controllable at 
(x0, yo) with net-constants d,(r), c,,(r), g,,(r) such that z,“= I d,, < r. 
(iii) there are Ed > 0, n2 > 0 such that for each r > 0 small enough we 
can find three sequences a,,(r) > 0, b,.,(r) >O, e,(r) >0 such that a,, 2 d,, 
e, > g, 2 c, + h, for n = 1, 2 ,..., xzz , a, < r, h,(. ), c2(. ), and g,( . ) are non- 
decreasing and for all (x, y) E G(f) n B(x,, .Q) x B( yo, q2), 
f  -‘E(x, a,) is a h,, ,-net for n x.i Nx, a,) n 4y, e,). 
Then f is lsc untformly at (x0, yo), or equivalently, f is b-uHsc uniformly at 
(x0, Yoh 
Proof By 7 v E, we denote min{ y, E, }. The assumptions imply that 
- 1 I B(x, a,) constrtutes a (h, + , + c, + ,)-net for B(y, g,) for all (x, y)E 
G(f) n B(x,,, 7 v  E, v  Ed) x B( yo, 0 v  q, v  q2). So for XE &x0, y v E, v s2), 
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r-‘B(x,a,) is a (h,+,+c,+, )-net for B(T-‘xn B(y,, 8 v ql v rjz), g,). 
Set y =@0 v q, v qz-b2-cz-g,, b”,+Z, =#O, and 6,,+c’, =&b,+ 
c,+g, for n=2,3 ,.... Then f - ‘B(x, a,) supplies a (b, + , + c, + ,)-net for 
B(T- ‘x n B( y,, q + a,, + c”,,), g,) for n = 1, 2 ,..., x E B(x,, y v E, v Q). As 
g,,a b, + c, using the see convergence procedure as in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we see that for each x E B(x,, y v .sr v Ed) and r < r2 such that 
4x, r2) = w&h Y v El v &2), 
f- ‘44 r) 1 wr-‘xn B(Y,, Ito), g,(r)), 
where ‘lo = 8 v q, v q2 - b,(r,) - c2(r2) - g,(r,) < q(r) for all r < rz. Thus 
I- ’ is lsc uniformly at (x,, yO) and the proof is complete. 
For practical purposes (e.g., in optimization problems with inequality 
constraints) the following consequence of Theorem 3’ seems to be useful. 
COROLLARY 3.3. LA all the assumptions in Corollary 3.2 be made with 
B(x, s) n K in the place of B(x, s) for all the balls of X involved in the 
corollary, where Kc X is a closed subset. Then for each 
x~B(x,,yv~, v~,)nK and each r d rz such that B(x, r2) = 
wx,, Y v El v c*), 
r ‘(W-T r) n K) 2 NT ‘xn B(yo, d, gl(r)), 
where I],, = dfov’ll VtTz- 2 2 b (r ) - c2(r2) - g,(rd. 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3.2 using Theorem 3’. 
Remark 5. A family satisfying condition (iii) may play the role of a 
derivative, for it approximates r in a neighbourhood. Condition (ii) means 
that the derivative II,, is uniformly “open” in a weak sense. So Corollaries 
3.2 and 3.3 say that from a weak openness of a derivative we can obtain the 
openness of the multifunction in the full sense, which is a common line for 
most of open mapping theorems using notions of derivative. Our setting is 
general, so Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 include many results on uniform open- 
ness using derivatives in a certain sense. 
Corollary 3.2 includes Theorems 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 of Dolecki [3] on 
uniform lower semicontinuity of nearly convex multifunctions possessing 
locally controllable derivatives in normed spaces. 
To reassure ourselves about the generality of Corollary 3.3 let us con- 
sider a generalized uniform version of Halkin’s interior mapping theorem 
using screens (see Halkin [4]). It should be pointed out that screen is a 
notion of derivative (introduced by Halkin), which is more general than 
also well-known generalized derivatives of Clarke [ 1] and derivate con- 
tainers of Warga [ 121. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Ler X he (I Banach space, Y u normed space, Kc X u 
closed subset, xc, E X, 7 > 0, and f: X + Y a (single-valued) mapping 
unijormly conrinuous in B(x,, y) n K in the sense that there is ~(6) > 0 such 
rhat .for x,, x2 E B(x,, y) n K, 11x, - xJ < 6 we have iIf -f(xz)ll < ~(6). 
Suppose that for each x E B(x,, 7) n K there is u continuous affine mapping 
A r: X + Y such that A ,x =f(x), 11 A VlI d M, and.for each r > 0 small enough 
there are d, > 0, c, > 0, g, > 0, n = I, 2 ,... uith C,y= , d, < r, gn + , >, c(d,) + 
Md, + c,, + I, g, + 0 satisfying 
A ,( B(x, d,,) n K) is a C, + ,-net for B(A,x, g,). 
Then for each x E B(x,,, 7) n K and r > 0 small enough 
f(Bb, r)nK)=,B(f(x),g,(r)). 
Proof. To apply Corollary 3.3 we show that for x E B(x,,, ;,) n K, 
f( B(x, d,) n K is a E(d,) + Md,-net for A ,(B(x, d,) n K). 
Let y E A,(B(x, d,)n K be arbitrary, then y = ,4,x, for some 
x, E B(x, d,)n K. We have 
IIfC~I)-A.x,II d IIf(Axll + IIA,x-AsIll <Qd,,)+Mdn, 
which allows to make use of Corollary 3.9 and completes the proof. 
The last corollary of this paper will concern Lipschitz multifunctions. 
For AcXand BcXwe write 
H(A, B) 2 sup d(x, B) 2 sup inf d(x, [), 
reA rcA ZtR 
h( A, B) = * max ( H( A, B), H( B, A) ) (Hausdorff distance). Let Kc X and 
r: X -+ 2’ be a multifunction. We write 
r” 2 &t-n B(0, a). 
A multifunction < is said to be Lipschitz in A c X if there is c > 0 such 
that for each x E A and each x’ E A 
MC,, 5.x.) G 4x, ~‘1. 
Constant C will be called the Lipschitz constant of <. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be a complete metric space and Y a linear space 
equipped with an invariant metric (i.e, d( y’, yZ) = d(y’ + y’, y, + y’) for 
arbitrary y , , y,, y’ E Y). Let x,, E X, E > 0, /I? > 0, and KC X be a closed sub- 
set. Let t: X -+ 2’ be a multifunction such that D(t) I E(x,, E) n K, OE tx, 
and the restriction of I -’ to B(0, fl) satisfies the condition: for y, y’ E B(0, /I?) 
with I - l”(y) # @ one bus 
H( t - “y, t - ‘y’) < cd( y, y’). (10) 
Let 5 and 5’ be two multifunctions from B(x,, c)n K into Y such that <” 
and 5’;’ are Lipschitz with Lipschitz constants a and y, respectively, that 
c(s1+ 7) < 1 and that T = ‘I t + r” + l” is a closed multifunction. Then, tf 
there is r0 > 0 such that 
~~~-roc ’ -(a+y)(l +r,-2r,c(a+y))>O, 
we have for each x E B(x,,, E) n K and each r < r,, such that B’(x, r) c 
4x0, E), 
T( B’(x, r) n K) I B( TX n B(0, n), (c ’ -a-y) r). (11) 
Proof: Set a=x+y, h=ca, p=(l-h)r, a,=ph”-‘, and b,= 
pc ‘h” ‘. Then C,“= l a, = p( 1 - h) - ’ = r and b, + 0. To apply Theorem 3’ 
we have to check that for each XE B(x,, E) n K such that B’(x, r) c B(x,, E) 
one has 
T(B’(x, a,,)n K) is a b,, ,-net for B( TX n B(0, n + gn), b,), 
n = 1, 2,.... Let z E B( Txn B(0, q + 6,), 6,) be arbitrary. We choose 8>0 
such that d( TX n B(0, q + 6,), z) < b, - 38~‘. Then there are u E t(x), 
y E <“(A-), and y’ E r’7(x) satisfying 
d(O,u+y+y’)<n+&,, 
d(z, u + y + y’) < 6, - 28~ - ‘, i.e., d(z-y-y’,u)<b,-28~~‘. (12) 
We now show that z - y - y’ E B(0, /?) and u E B(0, b). Indeed, 
d(z - y - y’, 0) < d(z, 0) + d(0, y + y’) < n + fin + b, + a + 7 
<n+a+y+bl+2b2=n+a+y+pc-‘+2pc-‘h 
=n+rc’+(a+y)(l +r-Zrc(a+y)) 
dq+r,cC’+(cc+y)(l +r,-22r,c(r+y))<fl 
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(see the definitions of h,, h,, p. h, and II). Similarly, 
d(u,o),<~(u,u+?,+y’)+J(u+~~+~‘,o) 
< d(0, y + y’) + ‘I + h’,, < If + h’, + a + i’ -=I p. 
Since XE t l”(u), . m virtue of (10) and (12) we can find x, such that 
U, =fl/z--y-y’~t(x,) and d(x,x,),<c(h,-8c ‘)=h,c--B=a,-8. As 
5” and [‘y are Lipschitz there are y, E (“(x,) and y’, E r’Y(x,) such that 
d(y, yr) < old(x, xl) and cl(y’, y’,) 6 yd(x, x, ). Consequently, we have 
Thus all the assumptions of Theorem 3’ are satisfied and we get (1 1 ), the 
required conclusion. 
Remark 6. Corollary 3.5 is more general than the theorem in Sach [7] 
for the following three reasons: 
1. here space Y need not be complete; 
2. the conclusion of Corollary 3.5 holds uniformly for each 
x E B(xo, E) n K and r > 0 small enough; 
3. the inclusion (11) is better than the corresponding one in the men- 
tioned theorem. Indeed, the inclusion in the mentioned theorem is 
T(Wo, r) n W = NO, YO - 1’) 
for the two cases 
(D,) O~~(x~),a<min(c- ‘,S}; 
(D,) cx<min{c-‘r(1 +r),/?}, 
where 
{ 
min{a, /I-a} in the case (D,), 
“‘= min{h-a, /?-a} in the case (D2), 
u= (c-1 -a)r(l +r)-‘, 
h=c- ‘r(1 +r)-‘. 
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We see that: 
(i) in thecase (D,):~o-y~a-;.<(~-L-~)r-~<<~-‘-~)r; 
(ii) in the case (D,):~,-Y~b-3L-yY(c-l-.)r-.<(,-‘-u)r. 
Thus in both (D,) and (D2) the inclusion (11) is better. 
Note that our assumptions are slightly different from that in Sach [7]: 
instead of the condition that I, <“, and c’? are closed we assume 
T= t + 5” + r’Y is closed. But this difference is nonessential. The proof in 
the mentioned paper is very complicated as four convergent sequences have 
to be built based on contraction procedure. Although Theorem 3’ is more 
general, the proof consists of constructing only one convergent sequence 
based on a smart procedure. It should be pointed out that in Sach [7] 
eight consequences are derived from the main theorem. They are, for 
instance, a sufftcient condition for stability of the solutions of systems of 
inequalities in Robinson [lo], Theorem 2.2 in Levitin, Miljutin, and 
Osmolovskii 161, and Theorem 3 of Chapter 1 in Ioffe and Tikhomirov 
[S]. So Corollary 3.5 includes all of them. 
Roughly speaking, Corollary 3.5 deals with the openness of a mul- 
tifunction t possessing inverse i - ’ being Lipschitz and perturbed by 
Lipschitz multifunctions (” and (Ily. We would note by the way that the 
considerations of Lipschitz mappings have been developed at a tremendous 
speed in the last decade starting with Clarke [l] (or more precisely with 
his dissertation in 1973), especially investigations of differentiabilities in 
various relaxed senses. 
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